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proof". Specifically the authors propose to write down for the first time in one place a complete proof of the Classification, reducing its length by a factor of at least 2 or 3 by reorganizing the proof and taking advantage of modern group theoretic technology and a more direct route to their goal. This first volume surveys fundamental concepts and results underlying both the original proof and the new proof and outlines the new proof the authors are working toward.

An excellent article on the Classification appeared recently in the February 1995 issue of the Notices [1]. The article was written by Ron Solomon, one of the authors of the book under review. In it, Solomon sketches the original proof of the Classification and talks about the series of books he, Gorenstein, and Lyons are writing. (Sadly, Gorenstein died in 1992, but Lyons and Solomon continue with the project.) I refer all readers of this review to Solomon's article, and rather than repeating what Solomon has to say, I propose instead to try to place the Gorenstein-Lyons-Solomon (GLS) series in a context which will help explain its importance. I will, however, have a little to say about the portion of the original proof and the GLS revision that is most controversial.

Early in the seventies after a period of intense activity on finite groups, a plan for classifying the finite simple groups began to take shape. Within a few years that plan crystallized into a very specific outline, to the point that in 1976 most knowledgeable finite group theorists felt that a proof of the Classification was inevitable and would probably come within ten years. The perception that the Classification was nearly complete had a number of side effects which, in retrospect, were unfortunate. During the succeeding five years, as the proof was being completed, the flood of students that had been entering the field began to dry up, and many of the established mathematicians who had been instrumental in the program moved on to other problems and areas. Further, the work during this period was not subjected to the usual reworking and simplification that important new results usually receive. Much of this work was in the most poorly understood chapter of the Classification devoted to the small groups of even characteristic, a chapter we will return to later. Some of it remains unpublished to this day.

When the Classification was completed, the landscape of finite group theory was instantly altered. Virtually all the classic problems in the field, some over a century old, became easy corollaries to the Classification, and the knowledge of the simple groups developed as part of the Classification. The lifeblood of a mathematical specialty is exciting, visible problems. The apparent disappearance of such problems accelerated the exodus from the field, leaving few people interested in giving the proof of the Classification retrospective attention. Unfortunately it is just this sort of foundational reexamination that can lead to a more profound understanding of a subject, and there is room for improvement in our understanding of the finite simple groups. For example, our current description of the sporadic groups leaves something to be desired but could be improved if we could find a nice class of objects upon which to represent the sporadics which would supply a uniform description of these groups. Also, there are still unexplained mysteries which new points of view might clear up. For example, I don't feel we yet have a satisfactory explanation of the apparent connection between the sporadics, particularly the Monster, and modular functions of genus 0.

As might be expected, the Classification soon opened up new problems which
were more interesting than the old classics (with the exception of the Classification itself). The new problems often required different skills, background, and even a different mind set than the old problems. Many of them came from other areas of mathematics. The new problems couldn't be solved without the Classification, but one could solve them without knowing anything about the proof of the Classification. Rather, a deep knowledge of the finite simple groups was required, particularly knowledge of subgroup structure and linear representations.

Today much of the interesting activity involving finite groups focuses on their representations in number theory, combinatorics, geometry, or topology. Purely group theoretic activity tends to involve the subgroup structure and linear representations of the simple groups, and even here some of the problems receiving the most attention are primarily of interest because of an application in another field of mathematics. The Classification is a prerequisite for all this activity, but by now few finite group theorists have a detailed knowledge of the proof of the Classification, and given the current state of the literature, it would be difficult for them to acquire that knowledge.

Hopefully you are now convinced that the GLS program is important. Because so many mathematicians are using the Classification but few understand its proof, it becomes imperative to write down in one place a complete, relatively self-contained proof of the result that can actually be read by those sufficiently well versed in finite group theory. With such a treatment, the mathematical community can feel confident about the validity of the theorem, or at least as confident as one can be about a difficult 3,000-page proof.

Having raised the specter of confidence, it is perhaps time to discuss the most problematic part of the GLS program, involving the small groups of even characteristic, which you may recall constituted the last chapter of the original proof and received the least attention. Difficulties arise because GLS do not plan to simply modify the first proof but instead plan to use some new techniques which began to appear shortly before the simple groups were classified. This machinery applies to groups generated by a family of subgroups with a common Sylow 2-subgroup, each of which has a generalized Fitting subgroup which is a 2-group. GLS hope specialists in these techniques will supply a new treatment of small groups of even characteristic. For this reason they have not yet written up their own version of this part of the proof.

Unfortunately a new treatment using these techniques has been expected for fifteen years. Even worse, for fifteen years important parts of the original work on the small groups of even characteristic have remained unpublished. It is time for finite group theorists to firm up this crucial part of the foundations of our subject.

Currently the psychology and sociology of mathematics is problem driven. Probably for the most part this is a good thing, but in this instance it had some unfortunate side effects. The Classification revolutionized finite group theory by changing the type of problems finite group theorists work on and the nature of the knowledge and machinery they use to solve problems. This change began before the Classification was complete, delayed the publication of a readable proof of the Classification, and encouraged group theorists to accept first solutions to foundational problems connected with the Classification that deserve more attention. It is my hope that the GLS project will undo some
of this damage by stimulating others to improve portions of the proof in a more dramatic fashion and that the proof of the Classification will finally begin to receive the kind of second-generation attention which can lead to a better understanding of the simple groups.
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Last July, at the Combinatorial Games Workshop in Berkeley, David Blackwell suggested that most of mathematics may be chaotic, and that it is only the small part where we recognize patterns that we actually call mathematics. Combinatorial game theory tends to foster such a view. Are games with complete information and no chance moves of little interest because there are pure winning strategies? On the contrary, when we come to analyze even the simplest of such games, we often run into regions of complete chaos.

David Gale wrote in [4] that he had barely scratched the surface of combinatorial game theory, but

the experience has left me with an overwhelming sense of awe at the unfathomable diversity of mathematics itself. The authors of [1] have created a mathematical fairyland … [some] people say all of mathematics is really one … I wonder if this belief in ultimate unity may not be just wishful thinking … My own hunch is that mathematics (perhaps physics too) is not going to unify … Combinatorial game theory is just one example of what unfettered mathematical imagination is capable of creating … There will be many others … Mathematics will continue to diversify in totally unpredictable ways …

But now this fairyland turns out to be part of the real world. Go is the most significant of combinatorial games, whether you measure by popularity, playability, or resistance to computer attack. Yet Berlekamp, a mere 10-kyu (connotes "child") player, has been to Japan, set up endgame positions against